A highly sensitive lead magnesium niobate-lead titanate (PMN-PT) single crystal resonator coated with a thin film of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) useful for detecting chemical agents such as acetone, methanol, and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) is presented. Swelling of the cured PMMA polymer layer in the presence of acetone, methanol, and isopropyl alcohol vapors is sensed as a mass change transduced to an electrical signal by the PMN-PT thickness-shear mode (TSM) sensor. Frequency change in the PMN-PT sensor is demonstrated to vary according to the concentration of chemical vapor present within the sensing chamber. For acetone, the results indicate a frequency change more than 6,000 times greater than that which would be expected from a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) coated with PMMA. This study is the first of its kind to demonstrate vapor loading of adsorbed chemical agents onto a polymer coated PMN-PT resonator.
INTRODUCTION
Highly sensitive miniaturized biochemical sensors continue to be in high demand for detection of chemical agents, biomarkers, and biological pathogens [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Advanced piezoelectric materials such as PMN-PT, which exceed the chemical vapor detection sensitivity of current technology based on QCM, show great promise for use in developing the next generation of biochemical sensors [6] [7] . In a recent publication, we have demonstrated that a miniaturized PMN-PT sensor, even when nonfunctionalized, is an order of magnitude more sensitive to acetone vapors than a QCM [8] . PMN-PT is a relaxor ferroelectric, which in the single crystal form, exhibits a high piezoelectric coefficient (d 33 > 2000 pC/N), electromechanical coupling factor (k 33 > 0.9) and electrically induced strain (x 33 ~ 1%) [9] [10] [11] [12] . Advantageous piezoelectric properties indicate that PMN-PT can be used in chemical sensing applications which require much higher sensitivity for detection purposes [13] . In this paper, we extend our research work on PMN-PT sensors by functionalizing the sensing surface with PMMA in order to determine the potential increase in sensitivity and selectivity. PMMA is a relatively inexpensive polymer with partial chemical selectivity which has many sensor applications when coated onto PMN-PT. Control of the PMMA layer thickness through a spin coating process maintains a thin film sensing layer on the single crystal resonator with a relatively high surface area. When a chemical becomes adsorbed to the PMMA layer, the mass change is measurable as a mechanical deformation which is transduced to an electrical signal by the piezoelectric TSM sensor. The significance of this functionalization is to determine (i) a selectivity pattern for exposure to acetone, methanol, and IPA vapors, (ii) sensitivity of a high surface area PMMA layer to chemical exposure, and (iii) efficiency of the sensor response to varying concentrations of chemical agents.
The literature provides numerous examples regarding the effect of PMMA functionalization on miniaturized chemical sensors. Application of PMMA onto a substrate can be done via solution casting, layer-by-layer assembly, or spin-coating. PMMA is a partially selective polymer which swells in response to a variety of chemical agent vapors [14] [15] [16] . Likewise, PMMA film composites have been functionalized for detection of a variety of gases through measurement of changes in 2 conductivity, resistance, adsorption, and optical properties [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . A QCM sensor functionalized with PMMA for VOC vapor detection has been demonstrated to obtain a sensitivity factor as high as 1.47 Hz ppm -1 for indirect exposure to phenol vapors [22] and a frequency change of 40 Hz for exposure to ~50,000 ppm acetone [23] . Capan et al. have also shown a reversible response to chloroform and benzene vapors from a QCM coated with a thin film of PMMA [24] [25] . Humidity, temperature, and water uptake measurements have all been conducted using a QCM coated with PMMA. Chen et al. have demonstrated reversible swelling in response to humidity [26] , while Kwon et al. have measured water vapor concentration through a PMMA film hygroscopic layer [27] . Morray et al. have studied the effects of temperature variations and changes in shear moduli induced by water uptake through the determination of PMMA viscoelastic film properties [28] . Matsuno et al. have demonstrated that PMMA is also a suitable material for immobilization of enzymes on the film surface of a QCM [29] . Additionally, characterization of ultrathin polymer films through stepwise physical adsorption of PMMA onto a QCM sensor has been demonstrated by Serizawa et al. [30] .
An equally promising development is the functionalization of miniaturized sensors with biomolecules for the detection of pathogenic bacteria. Numerous studies have demonstrated high levels of sensitivity for QCMs functionalized with immobilized antibodies, self-assembled monolayers (SAMs), and carbohydrate-lectin interactions [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . Recently, new research direction has focused on functionalization of miniaturized sensors which utilize advanced piezoelectric materials far more sensitive than the AT-cut quartz used in QCMs [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . Rey-Mermet et al. have used a high frequency 6-8 GHz AlN thin film resonator layered with 10 to 20 nm thick PMMA coatings to detect pico-gram level adsorption of acetone vapor with sensitivity up to 1000 m 2 /kg [37] [38] . Zhu et al. have demonstrated that a lead zirconate titanate/gold (PZT/Au) coated glass cantilever with immobilized antibodies specific to Salmonella common structural antigens has a mass detection sensitivity of 5 x 10 -11 g/Hz and concentration sensitivity of as little as 500 cells/ml [39] . Additionally, McGovern et al. have demonstrated detection of as few as 36 spores of Bacillus anthracis (BA) with a PMN-PT/Sn piezoelectric microcantilever sensor (PEMS) coated with immobilized antibodies specific to anthrax spore surface antigen on the sensing electrode surface [40] . The binding of a target antibody with its receptor probe triggers a change in the oscillation frequency of the resonator which can lead to the detection of these and other kinds of pathogenic bacteria.
Our work follows this current research trend through combination of the advanced piezoelectric material PMN-PT with the functional polymer PMMA. This paper demonstrates the use of a PMN-PT microbalance functionalized with a 110 nm PMMA layer for detection of acetone, methanol, and IPA vapors. To our knowledge, there have been no previous reports which describe functionalization of PMN-PT with PMMA for detection of chemical agents. The unique contributions of this paper are to demonstrate a highly sensitive PMN-PT sensor with a functionalized PMMA sensing surface which generates selective frequency output patterns between exposure to IPA, acetone, and methanol vapors. This paper reports on the variance of frequency change for a PMMA coated PMN-PT resonator which is dependent upon the amount of chemical vapor exposure. This paper is arranged in the following manner: after introduction and literature survey, a review of the theory of PMN-PT sensors is given followed by description of the experiment, results and discussion, and lastly conclusion.
THEORY OF PMN-PT SENSORS
Deposition of films onto the surface of a TSM or bulk acoustic wave (BAW) sensor follows the quantitative analysis laid out by Sauerbrey [41] . Accordingly for a piezoelectric single crystal resonator, the resonant condition corresponds to a thickness shear oscillation in which the shear wave propagates through the bulk of the material and is perpendicular to the faces of the crystal. Atomic displacements which correspond to the shear motion are parallel to the crystal surface and deposition of material to one or both sides of the TSM sensor decreases the resonant frequency [42] . The fabricated PMN-PT microbalance pictured in Figure 1 shows the PMN-PT surface before deposition of the PMMA polymer. Any increase in the thickness of a TSM sensor device causes an increase in acoustic wavelength at resonance, such that Sauerbrey's equation (1) can be defined as:
where f 0 is the fundamental resonant frequency of the unloaded device (Hz), μ s is the shear modulus of the piezoelectric substrate, ρ s is the substrate density, m f is the mass change, and A is the surface area (cm²). The frequency decreases when a thin film is attached to the sensor crystal. If the film is thin and rigid, the decrease in frequency is proportional to the mass of the film. In this way, a TSM sensor operates as a very sensitive balance. However, in most situations the adsorbed film is not rigid and the Sauerbrey relation becomes invalid. A film that is soft and viscoelastic, such as PMMA, will not fully couple to the oscillation of the crystal. In this way, the Sauerbrey relation will underestimate the mass at the surface.
TSM sensor is almost always assumed to be operating in the resonance condition. This is due to the connection between boundary effects and resonance. A piezoelectric TSM sensor consists of standing waves which must satisfy both mechanical and electrical boundary conditions. In an oscillating electric field, the PMN-PT single crystal is vibrating, such that electric charges on the device surface interact with this field. The natural frequency of oscillation can be initiated from the instigated resonance. Thus, complete constructive interference of the standing acoustic waves occurs and the waves are reflected from the two surfaces of the piezoelectric acoustic resonator disc. The plate thickness, t, in the y direction yields the wavelength, λ, of the fundamental (n = 1) and harmonic (n = 3, 5, 7...) resonances through equation (2):
Particle motion at the electrode surface is parallel to the plane of the added chemically selective layer since it is forced into motion by the instigated oscillating movement of the PMN-PT substrate. Therefore, the necessary chemistry must be conducted on the electrode surface or the PMMA polymer layer situated on top of it.
For a bulk wave and assuming the agglomerated material to have the same acoustic impedance as the resonator, the frequency change is proportional to the mass/area ratio, μ, of the agglomerated film [37] . Other parameters which need to be specified include v s as the sound velocity in the piezoelectric material, ρ its density, t 0 its thickness, Z A its acoustical impedance and f 0 the resonant frequency of the non-coated resonator. The frequency shift per agglomerated mass density, μ, and the sensitivity, S a , measured in an absolute frequency shift can be determined to get equation ( S a increases as f 0 2 does so that there is an increase in sensitivity with frequency. The relative frequency shift Δf/f 0 is more practically relevant for the sensitivity according to equation (4):
For TSM sensor using PMN-PT single crystal film, an oscillating electrical field is applied via sputtered metal transducer electrodes on either side of the piezoelectric substrate. This kind of structure makes for an electrical one-port (two terminals) device with propagation of acoustic waves in a direction perpendicular to particle displacement, yet parallel to the crystal surface [36] . Thus, the particle displacement components are transverse relative to the direction of launched bulk wave propagation. Additionally, a TSM device depends upon the following parameters to derive a theoretical value for mass sensitivity, S m , in equation (5):
where ρ m is the density of the sensor material and d is the plate thickness. Thus, based on these parameters the S m value for the PMN-PT, gold and chromium electrode layers, and PMMA polymer sensing layer can be calculated to be -41.19 cm 
EXPERIMENTAL

Fabrication
In this section, we describe the process used for functionalization of PMN-PT sensor. A <001>-factory oriented and poled 0.5mm-thick plate of PMN-PT single crystal with 8.0 g/cm³ density was purchased (TRS Ceramics, Inc.). The PMN-PT was polished to a thickness of 30μm with dimensions of 2 x 2mm. 100nm chromium and 100nm gold electrode layers were sputtered on both sides and microbalance pins were attached with silver conductive epoxy (E2001, Epoxy Technology™). A solution of 2-6% w/w 120,000 MW PMMA in propylene glycol methyl ether acetate (PGMEA) solution was prepared after 72 hours of stirring. 5μL of solution was spin-coated onto the PMN-PT resonator at 500 revolutions per minute (RPM) for 240 seconds, then post apply baked at 120ºC for 30 minutes at Class 100 Cleanroom of SDSU Microfabrication Facilities. The resultant PMMA layer was estimated to have a uniform thickness of 110 nm. A custom-made acrylic sensing chamber with screw-fastened, matching halves housed the PMMA coated PMN-PT resonator and was sealed on all sides. Figure 2 shows the PMN-PT microbalance attached within the sensing chamber and secured to the spinner apparatus before being spin-coated. 
Experimental Setup
A more detailed description of this setup was discussed in our previous work [8] . Chemical agents were placed in a chamber with a vented cap connected via a luer to solvent resistant tubing. The chamber was placed in a heated water bath which expedited conversion from liquid to gas. This process delivered vapor through unidirectional flow to the sensing chamber. An alternate path regulated by a stopcock allowed for vapor temperature measurement just prior to the start of each exposure. Figure 4 shows a full diagram of the experimental apparatus. A solution of 5% w/w 120,000 MW PMMA in propylene glycol methyl ether acetate (PGMEA) was spin-coated at 3000 revolutions per minute (RPM) for 40 seconds and post apply baked at 120ºC for 30 minutes results in a uniform 110 nm PMMA layer [14] [15] .
Experimental Test Apparatus
The test apparatus consists of a PMMA coated PMN-PT resonator, oscillator, and a PC interfaced frequency counter (EZ FC-3000). The resonator plugs into the electronic module and the signal change becomes amplified in the form of frequency. Results are recorded via the frequency counter and its accompanying software through an RS232 cable connection to a laptop computer. Prior to solvent vapor exposure, the resonator sits in a vacuum for six hours. The baseline resonance frequency for the PMMA coated PMN-PT resonator is between 19-20.5 MHz. In all test variants, the frequency for the resonator was recorded for at least 1200 seconds, or 20 minutes. 
RESULTS
Comparison of QCM and PMN-PT with and without PMMA coating (exposed to acetone)
Both thickness shear mode resonators (TSMRs) showed a resonant frequency drop after a PMMA polymer layer (~110 nm) was spin-coated onto each substrate, as indicated in Table 1 . Exposure to acetone vapor with (Δf = 409.9 kHz) and without the PMMA polymer layer (Δf = 443.11 kHz) indicated a much larger frequency drop in PMN-PT than QCM. The gold electrode layer of the uncoated PMN-PT bound acetone vapor molecules as effectively as the PMMA coated sensing layer spin-coated onto PMN-PT. The concentration of acetone inside the sensing chamber (Run 1 ≈ 240,000 ppm) sufficiently saturated the sensing gold and PMMA surface during each respective trial. The QCM showed little or no change between the uncoated gold (Δf = 0.04 kHz) and spin-coated (Δf = 0.06 kHz) PMMA sensing layers. However, the QCM did indicate a much more stable resonant frequency during the control condition for both coated and uncoated states (Δf = 0.01 kHz) when no acetone vapor was input into the sensing chamber. The PMMA coated PMN-PT resonator was exposed to IPA, acetone, and methanol vapors of varying concentrations after sitting in a vacuum chamber for a total of six hours. The increase in temperature due to the heated chemical vapor was negligible for all trials. Table 2 shows the temperature and frequency change values for varying amounts of IPA, acetone, and methanol exposure, respectively. The largest percent drop in frequency was found at the highest concentration (Run 1 ≈ 240,000 ppm) for IPA and methanol, but acetone experienced a larger percent drop at the lowest concentration (Run 3 ≈ 15,000 ppm). Meanwhile, exposure at the medium concentration (Run 2 ≈ 60,000 ppm) provided the smallest percent drop in frequency for all three chemicals. Additionally, a control trial for frequency output of PMMA coated PMN-PT within the sealed chamber and exposed to no gas was run. Table 3 shows the adjusted frequency output after subtraction of the no gas control values. Figs. 5, 6 , and 7 show a comparison of varying exposure concentration for IPA, acetone, and methanol, respectively. Figs. 8, 9, and 10 compare exposure of the PMMA coated PMN-PT resonator to each of the three chemicals separately at Run 1, Run 2, and Run 3 concentrations. The 6 hour vacuum time between exposure trials sufficiently desorbed the PMMA layer and consistently restored the sensor to its initial pre-testing value. Ranking the effects of all three chemicals on the PMMA sensing layer indicates exposure to methanol causes the largest amount of frequency change across all three testing runs. Meanwhile, exposure to IPA results in the smallest amount of frequency change, relative to the amount observed in acetone and methanol. 
Device
Chemical
DISCUSSION
A repeatable mechanism for adsorbing and desorbing various concentrations of chemical vapors with a PMMA coated PMN-PT resonator was developed in our experimental setup. Spin-coating PMMA onto a silicon wafer substrate is a usual practice for applying positive resist to be etched via photolithographic mechanisms in MEMS applications. In the case of our experiment using an already fabricated and delicate PMN-PT microbalance, careful attention needed to be paid to development of a novel method to spin-coat PMMA onto such a tiny PMN-PT resonator substrate. The key was to carefully and precisely secure the PMN-PT microbalance onto a level base which could then be centered in place with a small amount of vacuum suction onto a rotating chuck at relatively high RPM. A comparison of our PMMA spin-coating methods with those using a typical silicon wafer necessitated a slowdown of RPM in order to keep our relatively unstable platform with secured PMN-PT microbalance in proper balance. The RPM value was slowed from 3000 RPM to a more stable value of 500 RPM, with the discrepancy in spin speed accounted for by proportionally increasing the amount of spin time six fold from 40 seconds to 240 seconds. SEM analysis in Fig. 3 confirmed the uniform distribution of PMMA coating over the PMN-PT resonator substrate, however, a more precise measurement of the thin film polymer thickness could not be determined with our instrumentation. Thus, we assume that the PMMA layer thickness from this study reasonably approximates the reported 110 nm value for PMMA spun at 3000 RPM for 40 seconds using the exact same MW PMMA and safe solvent PGMEA [14] [15] . This assumption was largely confirmed through our SEM analysis. Our experimental results indicate that IPA, acetone, and methanol vapor molecules bind to PMMA in a different manner than they do to the gold sensing electrode layer of the PMN-PT resonator by itself. The shape and scale of the frequency change curves for IPA and acetone resemble each other more closely than either one does to that of methanol (results not shown). This difference could indicate that smaller, more polar methanol molecules are able to bind more efficiently to the gold layer on PMN-PT than the less polar and nearly twice as large MW IPA and acetone. However, our results do not allow us to draw the same conclusions when considering the binding affinities and swelling properties of a thin PMMA layer on the PMN-PT resonator. At the largest and smallest vapor concentrations of Run 1 and Run 3 in Figs. 8 and 10 , respectively, methanol is the most effective solvent among the three. But, those results are not as clear cut in Figure 9 with exposure to the medium vapor concentration of Run 2. In that case, acetone exposure overtakes methanol as the solvent most effective at swelling cured PMMA microfibers.
The sensitivity of a piezoelectric resonator depends upon the thickness of its bound polymer layer. A QCM coated with various amounts of PMMA or other polymer layers demonstrates a frequency change only in the tens to hundreds of Hz range [22] . Meanwhile, our results indicate a much larger range of frequency fluctuation from 279-595 kHz for a PMMA coated PMN-PT resonator. If a larger PMN-PT substrate not already attached to a microbalance was able to be stably applied to a spinner, then more PMMA could feasibly be spin-coated onto the substrate at a higher RPM to create a more uniform thin layer with a high surface area. A thicker PMMA layer on the PMN-PT resonator would increase sensitivity and surface functionalization options. However, a piezoelectric resonator with a thick polymer coating has both positive and negative consequences. One result is higher resonator sensitivity due to more available surface area to sense vapors. But, the drawback to that is the response time also increases while stability of the resonator oscillation can be disturbed. Additionally, selective sensitivity between similar organic vapors decreases as polymer thickness increases. The best method to achieve high sensitivity coupled with low response time is to use a thin coated polymer layer with a high surface area.
One of the drawbacks which keeps polymer coated PMN-PT from completely outperforming similarly coated QCM is in the comparison of sensor stability. Over time, QCM frequency consistently maintains a greater degree of stability by several orders of magnitude than PMN-PT [27] . In our study, the QCM was between 17,000 -21,000 times more stable than the PMN-PT sensor uncoated and coated with PMMA in control experiments. However, a few remediable factors may help to stabilize frequency measurement of a PMN-PT resonator. An updated circuit board design which reduces the elevated noise factor indicated in the no gas control PMN-PT trials could be one possible solution. Noise factors which preclude the electric module from making stable measurements on a material as sensitive as PMN-PT would need to be eliminated in future trials. Additionally, further redesign of the sensing and chemical chambers to ensure no gas escape in or out of the experimental setup would lead to more stable results due to direct exposure of the chemical agents to the sensor surface.
Isopropyl alcohol (IPA), acetone, and methanol are polar solvents with polarity indices of 4.3, 5.4, and 6.6, respectively [35] . IPA and methanol are similar protic alcohols classified in the same Snyder solvent group, while acetone is an aprotic ketone in a separate solvent group. Figure 11 shows the molecular structure of all three chemicals. Methanol is the best solvent among the three due to its relatively small molecular weight and easily accessible hydroxyl group. Methanol has a molecular weight (MW) nearly half that of acetone and IPA and exhibited better selectivity for PMMA than IPA and acetone. In two out of the three runs in our study, methanol absorption caused the PMMA layer to swell and cause the largest frequency drop among all three chemicals. Acetone and IPA absorption were relatively comparable to each other, although IPA caused the smallest frequency drop in two out of the three runs. It is therefore possible that a thin PMMA layer is more selective for methanol than either acetone or IPA. PMMA is an amorphous, polar polymer which becomes more difficult to dissolve as its MW increases. Our study used PMMA with a MW of 120,000 and a thickness of 110 nm, properties which combined to provide a high surface area for sensing the chemical agents. However, some further work needs to be done to determine if solvents such as methanol have a particular selectivity for PMMA over other solvents. Evchuk et al. found no direct correlation between the dissolution rate and the structure or properties of a solvent, including its polarity, when exposed to PMMA with a MW of 139,000 [45] . IPA, acetone, and methanol are all flammable solvents with relatively low boiling points between 56-86ºC. Incorporation of a sealed experimental setup with a carefully controlled water bath was utilized in order to create vapors at precise temperatures just above boiling point. Delivery of solvent vapors directly to the small sensor surface area of the resonator was handled through unidirectional movement of heated gas towards the area of lower temperature and pressure within a b c 12 the system. Temperature of the thermally dependent piezoelectric sensor was monitored and kept as close as possible to ambient level throughout testing in order to maximize the functional effect of the PMMA sensing layer coated on the PMN-PT. Functionalization of the PMMA layer through irradiation, surface modification, or composite formation with a conductive polymer could highlight specific binding properties with various chemical agents [16] . Methanol and IPA are primary and secondary alcohols due to hydrogen donating hydroxyl groups located on primary and secondary carbon positions, respectively. Meanwhile, acetone represents the simplest ketone group with hydrogen accepting oxygen atom. All three of these chemical agents interact with a polar polymer such as PMMA, as evidenced by the swelling which occurs at varying concentrations of chemical vapor.
Further research using smaller concentrations of solvents exposed to functionalized polymer coated PMN-PT resonators is essential in order to develop a more advanced understanding of specific chemical sensor binding properties. Promising possibilities also exist for PMN-PT biosensor applications. Table 4 shows detection level values for a wide variety of piezoelectric sensors from past studies compared with this study. Further work on functionalized PMN-PT chemical and biosensors is necessary in order to compare advantageous sensitivity properties of PMN-PT with other piezoelectric materials. One very interesting possibility for future research is the development of a PMN-PT resonator functionalized with a self-assembled monolayer of mannose which binds multivalent lectins and the surface O-antigen of E. coli bacterial strains in order to be used to detect minute concentrations of food and waterborne pathogens in fresh produce. Biosensors applied to detection of a number of pathogenic bacteria will depend upon functionalized sensors with high sensitivity and selectivity. Whole cell analysis of dynamic bacterial membranes responsible for turning cell pathogenicity on and off can be accomplished through a functionalized gravimetric detection approach. This differs conceptually from the standard DNA hybridization probe method which uses PCR amplification of possibly dead or inactivated target bacterial DNA in producing frustratingly high numbers of false positives. Many methods can be used to tackle the same problem, but future applications using a functionalized and highly sensitive piezoelectric material such as PMN-PT can help obtain a desirable result. 
Device
CONCLUSION
PMMA was spin-coated onto a PMN-PT single crystal thin film (30μm) resonator in order to functionalize the sensor for detection of IPA, acetone, and methanol. A novel method to spin-coat a thin ~ 110 nm PMMA layer onto the PMN-PT resonator substrate was employed along with a six hour vacuum application between trial exposures to varying concentrations of chemical vapors. Based on results obtained in these experiments, PMMA coated PMN-PT exhibited a sensitivity more than 6,800 times higher to solvent vapors than similar past reported studies on PMMA coated QCM. Vapor loading of the partially selective PMMA layer revealed recognizable patterns of percent frequency change when exposed to varying concentrations of different chemicals. In general, each of the three chemical agents exhibited distinct frequency responses indicating a significant promise for selectivity. The temperature of exposed solvent vapors was maintained at near ambient levels and did not display an effect on the piezoelectric properties of the PMN-PT resonator. Further work can be done to modify the electric module to allow for a more stable frequency measurement of highly sensitive piezoelectric materials such as PMN-PT. Additionally, future research on chemical and biosensor applications of PMN-PT resonators would be promising due to the potential for development of functionalized sensitive and selective sensors.
